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Executive Summary: Food Prices Likely to Remain Unchanged for Consumers

This economic assessment addresses the question of three potential costs associated with Proposition 37- The California Right To Know Genetically Engineered Food Act ("the Right to Know Act”):

1. The relabeling expenses associated with the redesign of package labels and display of placards in grocery stores. My analysis shows little or no change in consumer food prices as a result of these relabeling expenses.

2. Costs resulting from possible increases in litigation in the State of California. Only a negligible increase in litigation is predicted to result from the Right to Know Act.

3. Costs resulting from the new regulations to be adopted by the California Department of Public Health. The increase in these administrative costs will be negligible.

Price-Adjustment Costs Will Deter Many Consumer Price Changes

Consumers will likely see no increases in prices as a result of the relabeling required by the Right to Know Act. A substantial body of empirical literature has established that important barriers to price adjustments exist that will deter suppliers from increasing prices to pass on the labeling expenses imposed by the Right to Know Act:

- Food sellers incur two costs when adjusting prices: the physical cost of price changes and the management cost of price changes. These costs are often significant enough that they do not justify changing prices.
- The relabeling expenses resulting from the Right To Know Act represent a trivial expense for food sellers. Empirical studies show that many sellers
will not be willing to incur the costs of repricing to offset such insignificant expenses.

- The relabeling expenses are a one-time expense rather than a permanent increase in costs. Empirical studies show that many sellers will not be willing to incur the costs of repricing to offset a trivial, one-time expense.
- Even for sellers that may otherwise increase prices to pass on the relabeling expense, empirical studies show that the fear of losing customers in the competitive food industry will be a deterrent to changing prices.

**Little or No Increase in Consumer Prices as a Result of Relabeling Expenses**

Food producers and retailers will incur some expenses as they alter their package labeling or display placards to disclose genetic engineering as a result of the Right to Know Act. At most, the average California household will see total annual food expenditures increase by a one-time cost of $1.27 to offset these labeling expenses.

- Based on FDA estimates of relabeling expenses following various regulations, the average per-product expense of redesigning labels under the Right to Know Act is $1,104.43. This average one-time expense to redesign labels represents 0.03% of the average annual per-product sales of $3,814,811.
- Based on FDA estimates, the average per-store expense of displaying placards to disclose genetic engineering will be $2820. This expense of placards represents 0.01% of average supermarket annual sales of $25,237,992.
- Many food sellers will not increase prices to offset the insignificant, one-time cost of labeling imposed under the Right to Know Act.

**Trivial Costs Resulting from Increased Litigation**

The annual costs to the State of California for processing and hearing cases under the Right to Know Act should be less than $50,000, which translates into less than 1 cent for each person living in California:
• If there is an increase in litigation associated with the Right to Know Act, the state could incur additional costs to process and hear the additional cases. In addition, the Attorney General and local district attorneys may also incur some costs as they review and respond to allegations of violations and notices of private action.

• The annual costs to the State of California for processing and hearing cases under the Right to Know Act should be less than $50,000. In per capita terms, an additional $50,000 translates into $0.001, or less than 1 cent for each person living in the State of California.

• Moreover, any involvement of the Attorney General under the Right to Know Act will represent a negligible portion of the overall workload of the Office of the Attorney General, and will impose trivial costs on the State of California.

Negligible Administrative Costs

The additional annual administrative costs to the State of California as a result of the Right to Know Act will likely be less than $1 million, which translates into less than 3 cents for each person living in California:

• The Right to Know Act may also impose administrative costs on the State of California as the Department of Public Health adopts regulations necessary to implement certain provisions in the measure.

• Although the additional administrative costs are likely to be less than $1 million, even if they total $1 million, the impact on the State of California would be trivial; the Department of Public Health’s expenditures would increase by only 0.03% and total state expenditures would increase by only 0.0008%. In per capita terms, an additional $1 million translates into an additional $0.027, or 3 cents, for every person in the State of California.
I. Price-Adjustment Costs Will Deter Many Consumer Price Changes

As a result of the required genetic engineering disclosure and removal of words implying certain foods are natural, food producers will incur negligible expenses to redesign package labels and display placards in grocery stores. The next section computes the average labeling expenses for food products in California, and provides an estimate of the resulting price changes—if any—assuming that food manufacturers raise prices to offset the entire expense of relabeling. However, before presenting that highly unlikely “worst-case scenario”, it is critical to note that many food manufacturers will not raise prices at all to offset the expense of relabeling under the Right to Know Act. Indeed, a substantial body of empirical literature has established that important barriers to price adjustments exist that will deter suppliers from increasing prices to pass on the labeling expenses imposed by the Right to Know Act:

1. Food sellers incur two costs when adjusting prices: the physical cost of price changes and the management costs of price changes. These costs are often significant enough that they do not justify changing prices.

2. The relabeling expenses under the Right to Know Act represent a trivial expense for food sellers. Empirical studies show that many sellers will not be willing to incur the costs of repricing to offset such insignificant expenses.

3. The relabeling expenses are a one-time expense rather than a permanent cost increase. Empirical studies show that many sellers will not be willing to incur the costs of repricing to offset a trivial, one-time expense.

4. Even for sellers that may otherwise increase prices to pass on the expense of relabeling, empirical studies show that the fear of losing customers in the competitive food industry will be a deterrent to changing prices.

Below, I discuss the empirical evidence confirming these reasons why many food suppliers will not change prices at all to offset the labeling expenses imposed by the Right to Know Act.
Changing food prices in supermarkets is “a complex process, requiring dozens of steps and a nontrivial amount of resources.”¹ The literature has established two primary categories of price adjustment costs that are relevant for food products: the physical cost of price changes and the management costs of price changes. The physical costs of repricing are referred to in the economic literature as “menu costs” and they include “(1) the labor cost of changing shelf prices, (2) the costs of printing and delivering new price tags, (2) the costs of mistakes made during the price change process, and (4) the cost of in-store supervision of the price change process”.² Measurements of menu costs conclude that the per-product/per-store cost of price changes averages $0.52 per price change.³

Other studies have focused on price adjustment costs other than the physical costs of changing prices. Several studies have compiled interview data with corporate price setters and established that management costs are also a significant cost of price adjustments.⁴ These management costs include the time and attention required of managers to gather the relevant information and to make and implement price-adjustment decisions. For example, they find that price adjustments require a great deal of information gathering of customer, company, and competitor data. Then, various organizational members, potentially including members from the sales, marketing, and finance departments, spend time either making price change decisions or executing these decisions. Ultimately, these studies find that management costs represent a nontrivial cost of price adjustments. In fact, their data suggest that the management costs of price changes are greater than the physical costs, or menu costs, of price changes. Moreover, confirming the importance of management costs in limiting

---

² Id.
³ Id. at 793.
price changes, other empirical studies show that even when the physical cost of changing prices is zero, firms often refrain from making price changes.\(^5\)

Because food sellers incur costs when changing prices, they will refrain from changing prices unless expenses change by a sufficient amount to justify incurring the cost of repricing. Based on the estimates of relabeling expenses computed in the following sections, there are three reasons why relabeling expenses under the Right to Know Act will not justify the cost of repricing for many food sellers: (1) relabeling expenses will represent a trivial cost for most sellers, (2) relabeling expenses are a one-time expense rather than a permanent cost increase, and (3) in the rare occasion when relabeling expenses do justify a price increase, competitive pressures will deter many food sellers from changing prices.

As I discuss in the following sections, the expense of relabeling and placards that disclose genetic engineering represent a trivial cost for food manufacturers and food retail stores. Food manufacturers’ average one-time expense to redesign labels of $1,104.43 per product represents only 0.03\% of the estimated annual per-product sales of $3,814,811. Similarly, the $2820 expense of placards represents 0.1\% of the average annual per-store produce sales of $2,733,275 and 0.01\% of average supermarket annual sales of $25,237,992. A substantial body of literature has established that sellers change prices in response to cost increases only if the “desired adjustment is large enough to warrant paying the menu cost. That is, firms respond to large [cost] shocks but not to small [cost] shocks.”\(^6\) However, as I discuss in the following sections, the average product needs to generate just 20 cents extra in sales per year in each store to offset relabeling expenses. Yet, a 20 cent increase in per store sales revenue does not justify incurring the average menu cost of 52 cents per price change plus an even greater management cost of price changes. Hence, many consumer prices will not change to offset the expense of relabeling or placards because the cost

---


of physically changing product prices is likely higher greater than the desired price change.\footnote{Arthur Fishman & Avi Simhon, \textit{Can small menu costs explain sticky prices?}, \textit{87 Economic Letters} 227 (2005)}

In addition, the relabeling and placard expenses are one-time expenses that food producers and retail \textbf{food stores will bear only once to meet the requirements} of the Right to Know Act. Existing literature on food prices reveals that while retail prices may adjust to reflect permanent changes in costs, there is often no change in retail prices following such temporary changes in expenses.\footnote{Daniel Levy, Shantanu Dutta & Mark Bergen, \textit{Heterogeneity in Price Rigidity: Evidence from a Cast Study Using Microlevel Data}, \textit{34 Journal of Money, Credit, and Banking} (2002);} The studies conclude that it is often not in sellers’ best interest to change prices in response to a temporary expense because of the menu costs of changing prices and the risk of losing customers who think price changes are permanent.\footnote{See, e.g. Dennis Carlton, \textit{The Theory and the Facts of How Markets Clear: Is Industrial Organization Valuable for Understanding Macroeconomics?} in \textit{1 Handbook of Industrial Organization}, 909 (Richard Schmalensee and Robert D. Willig, eds; 1989).} Moreover, in the highly competitive food industry, economic theory predicts that \textbf{permanently higher prices that do not offset permanently higher expenses are an unsustainable strategy for firms that wish to remain competitive}. Thus, firms would have to raise, and then lower, consumer prices in response to a one-time price increase. The menu costs associated with these \textit{two} price changes are certainly too high to justify changing many consumer prices to offset the expense of relabeling or placards.

Moreover, if even a few food suppliers refrain from passing on the one-time expense of relabeling because the desired price increase does not warrant the cost of repricing, many competitors will also be deterred from passing on the expenses. In the competitive food retail industry, \textbf{price increases in one product can cause many consumers to substitute away from the newly priced product} to similar products that have not experienced price increases. Thus, even for firms that may otherwise increase prices to pass on the trivial expense of relabeling, \textbf{competitive pressures may deter them from doing so}.
Indeed, several recent empirical papers show that the desire to keep current customers is an important factor in food suppliers not raising prices to pass on costs.\textsuperscript{10} The studies show that firms’ price changing decisions are dynamic in the sense that they care not only about costs and revenues in the current period, but also in future periods. As a result, firms are less likely to change current prices when doing so may result in losing sales as customers switch to a competing product. The studies find that this resistance is especially strong when cost increases are temporary, like the one-time relabeling expense imposed by the Right to Know Act. Moreover, survey research confirms that a primary reason firms don’t change prices in response to many cost changes is because of the fear of losing customers.\textsuperscript{11} The findings of these empirical studies have important implications for the Right to Know Act: even if relabeling expenses are substantial enough to justify the cost of repricing, many suppliers will refrain from changing prices from fear of losing customers to other products that have not increased prices.

Thus, the prices for many food products will not change as a result of the Right to Know Act. Nevertheless, in the following sections, I estimate the increase in consumer expenditures assuming that all producers pass on the entire one-time expense of redesigning labels and installing store placards. As I show, prices for packaged products would only have to increase by, on average, 0.03% to offset the entire one-time expense of redesigning labels. Similarly, produce prices would have to increase by only 0.1% to account for the expense of placards disclosing genetic engineering.\textsuperscript{12} However, these estimates represent a “worst-case scenario” as many consumer prices will not change at all as a result of the Right to Know Act.

\textbf{II. Trivial Relabeling Expense}


\textsuperscript{11} This assumes that consumer demand does not change in response to the increase in prices—a reasonable assumption given that demand for the entire category of food is inelastic and a 0.03% or 0.1% price increase represents a trivial increase in expenditure.
The Right to Know Act will require producers of certain foods offered for retail sale in California to alter their package labeling or display placards to disclose genetic engineering:

§110809 Disclosure With Respect to Genetic Engineering of Food

(a) Commencing on July 1, 2014, any food offered for retail sale in California is misbranded if it is or may have been entirely or partially produced with genetic engineering and that fact is not disclosed—

(i) In the case of a raw agricultural commodity on the package offered for retail sale, with the clear and conspicuous words “Genetically Engineered” on the front of the package of such commodity or in the case of any such commodity that is not separately packaged or labeled, on a label appearing on the retail store shelf or bin in which such commodity is displayed for sale;

(ii) In the case of any processed food, in clear and conspicuous language on the front or back of the package of such food, with the words “Partially Produced with Genetic Engineering” or “May be Partially Produced with Genetic Engineering”.13

In addition, the Right to Know Act will require many food producers to remove words implying that their products are natural:

§110809.1 Misbranding of Genetically Engineered Foods as “Natural”

In addition to any disclosure required by subdivisions 110809, if a food meets any of the definitions in section 110808(c) or (d), and is not otherwise exempted from labeling under section 110809.2, the food may not in California, on its label, accompanying signage in a retail establishment, or in any advertising or promotional materials, state or imply that the food is “natural” “naturally made”, “naturally grown”, “all natural” or any words of similar import that would have any tendency to mislead any consumer.14

As a result of the required genetic engineering disclosure and removal of words implying certain foods are natural, food producers will incur minor expenses to

13 The Right to Know Act § 110809 (a).
14 Id. § 110809.1.
redesign package labels and display placards in grocery stores. The following section includes estimates of these labeling expenses, and the possible negligible increase in consumer expenditures that may result.

A. Negligible Labeling Expenses

The required disclosure of genetic engineering and removal of words implying certain products are natural on product labels will impose one-time labeling expenses on food producers as they redesign product packaging labels. To estimate the average increase in labeling expenses, I use the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) estimated cost of label changes following new regulatory requirements. Then, I compare the additional labeling expense for each unique product to the average annual per-product sales in California to compute the percentage increase in sales revenue required to offset the new labeling expense. Assuming constant consumer demand, I estimate average price increases required to achieve this increase in sales revenue.

FDA has estimated the costs of one-time alterations to package labels in its required Regulatory Impact Analyses for various regulations. FDA uses a Labeling Cost Model to calculate the cost of a new label based on the product type, label type, type of analytical and market tests necessary to develop the new label, compliance time, and inflation. Included in their estimated costs of relabeling are administrative, graphic design, pre-press preparation, printing and engraving, and the lost inventory value of discarded labels. FDA’s estimates recognize that the costs of changing labels vary across products because different packaging converters and food manufacturers have different packaging costs.

In addition, the estimates reflect that the cost of redesigning labels decreases as the length of the compliance period increases. Manufacturers change labels or, at least,
reorder them at regular intervals. For example, FDA has estimated that **three-quarters of package labels are normally scheduled to be changed during any 30-month period**. A longer compliance period allows manufacturers to incorporate new regulatory requirements into scheduled label changes. As a result, **labels can be altered to reflect new requirements at little additional cost**.

The compliance period of the Right to Know Act is approximately 20 months (November, 2012 to July, 2014). Thus, **many food producers will be able to redesign package labels** to include genetic engineering disclosures and remove words implying a product is natural **as part of their regular, scheduled label changes**. As reported in Table 1, FDA has estimated that the per-product cost of a label change is $1,903.38 for a one-year compliance period and $704.96 for a two-year compliance period. Thus, assuming the cost of a label change is linear over time, the average per-product cost of redesigning labels for a 20-month compliance period would be $1,104.43, based on FDA estimates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: FDA Estimates of Label Change Costs per Product for Different Lengths of Compliance Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redesign Costs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


19 In 2012 dollars. The original estimates were reported in 1998 dollars (Food and Drug Administration, *Preliminary Regulatory Impact Analysis and Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis of the Proposed Rules to Ensure the Safety of Juice and Juice Products*, 63 Federal Register 24275 (1998)). I adjusted the estimates using the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Inflation Calculator available at: [http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm](http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm). Although these label change estimates are based on juice labels, they are similar to FDA’s estimates for a wider range of products: “Across product categories, the average low relabeling cost per SKU is about $1,100 and the average high relabeling cost per SKU is $2,600.” Food and Drug Administration, *Food Labeling: Trans Fatty Acids in Nutrition Labeling, Nutrient Content Claims, and Health Claims*, 68 Federal Register 41477 (2003). Thus, across a broader range of food products, average relabeling costs per product would be $1850. Although the per-product estimate I use is slightly lower, I assume that all food products will incur this relabeling cost. In contrast, in the Regulatory Impact Analysis in which FDA uses the average relabeling costs per product of $1850, FDA assumes that only 25% of products will incur this relabeling cost. Id.

20 Id.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inventory Loss</th>
<th>$0.00</th>
<th>$0.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Cost</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,903.38</strong></td>
<td><strong>$704.96</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Relabeling Expenses Trivial Compared to Annual Sales**

Every year, the Food Marketing Institute (FMI) publishes an industry-wide report with detailed information on food retailer sales, operations, store-level benchmarks, and competitive issues.\(^{21}\) The information is drawn from many sources including survey responses representing over 24,000 stores, performance data from stores, and annual reports for stockholders and 10-K reports filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

The FMI reports store averages for various kinds of food retailers: conventional supermarkets, warehouse stores, super/combination stores, limited assortment stores, convenience stores, and niche/specialty stores. According to the 2010 FMI report, food retailers in the United States carry an average of 36,928 unique products.\(^{22}\) The average product generates weekly sales of $12.95,\(^{23}\) or $673.40 per year.

Most products are sold in numerous stores across California. Using data on California grocery stores and product availability, I estimate the annual sales in California of the average food product. In the most recent Economic Census, the U.S. Census Bureau reports that California is home to 10,008 grocery stores, which include conventional supermarkets and convenience stores that are primarily engaged in marketing food products. A recent report by the FTC Bureau of Economics uses weekly scanner data on 22,207 products and fourteen retailer-city combinations for a three-year period to estimate the product availability across different retailers. Based on these data, FTC estimates that the average food product is available in 56.6% of food

\(^{21}\) Food Marketing Institute, The Food Retailing Industry Speaks (2010), available for purchase at: http://www.fmi.org/forms/store/ProductFormPublic/search?action=1&Product_productNumber=2318

\(^{22}\) Id. at 86. I computed the overall average by weighting the average of each category of food retailer by the number of respondents in each category (bottom panel of Table 15)

\(^{23}\) Id. at 33.
retail stores. Thus, the average food product in California would be available in 5,665 stores (56.6% of the 10,008 food retail stores).

Based on these data, I compute a conservative estimate of the average annual sales per product in California. As the average food product generates annual sales of $673.40 per store and is carried in 5,665 stores, then each product generates average annual sales of $3,814,811 across all grocery stores in California (5,665 stores * $673.40 per store). This estimate likely underestimates the average annual state-wide sales because it ignores sales in the other 18,389 non-grocery retailers that also sell food products in California: specialty food stores, beer, wine, or liquor stores that also sell groceries, general merchandise stores selling groceries, health and personal care stores that sell groceries, and gasoline stations that sell groceries.

Nevertheless, the average one-time expense to redesign labels of $1,104.43 per product represents only 0.03% of the estimated annual per-product sales of $3,814,811. That is, if the average product generated 0.03% greater sales revenue just once, this would completely offset the relabeling expense of $1,104.43. Moreover, a 0.03% increase in sales for the average product means that total state-wide sales would only increase from $3,814,493 to $3,815,915 and sales per store would only increase from $673.40 to $673.60. Thus, if the average product generated just 20 cents extra in sales per year in each store, this would offset the average relabeling expense of $1,104.43.

C. Negligible Expense to Place Placards in Stores

The Right to Know Act may also require some food retailers to display placards disclosing genetic engineering for products that are not separately packaged:

---

24 I computed this average from Table 1: using the midpoint of each range in the first column and the average in the last column. See Appendix 1 for the full table. Steven Tenn & John Yun, Biases in Demand Analysis Due to Variation in Retail Distribution, FTC Bureau of Economics Working Paper No. 287 at 27 (2007), available at: http://www.ftc.gov/be/workpapers/wp287.pdf

25 I exclude this data because the ACNielsen scanner data that the FTC uses to estimate product availability concentrates on grocery stores. See Appendix 2 for the number of establishments per retailer category. U.S. Census Bureau, Retail Trade: Subject Series - Product Lines: Product Lines Statistics by Kind of Business for the United States and States (2007), available at: http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/searchresults.xhtml?refresh=t
(i) In the case of a raw agricultural commodity on the package offered for retail sale, with the clear and conspicuous words “Genetically Engineered” on the front of the package of such commodity or in the case of any such commodity that is not separately packaged or labeled, on a label appearing on the retail store shelf or bin in which such commodity is displayed for sale;\textsuperscript{26}

To estimate the average per-store expense of placards as producers disclose genetic engineering, I use the FDA’s estimated placard costs to disclose certain warnings about minimally-processed juices. Then, I compare the average square footage devoted to minimally-processed juices to the average square footage devoted to fruits and vegetables in supermarkets. I assume that the number of required placards is a function of display area. I also assume that placards will be displayed throughout the produce section. This will necessarily overstate the true expense of placards because many supermarkets sell few or no genetically modified fruits and vegetables in their produce departments. Although FDA has approved production of genetically modified varieties of plums, cantaloupe, papaya, squash, radicchio, tomatoes, and potatoes, many of these varieties are difficult to produce under field conditions so they are never marketed in supermarkets.\textsuperscript{27}

FDA has estimated the costs of placards in supermarkets as part of its Regulatory Impact Analyses for various regulations. FDA has recently estimated that the average per-store cost of placards displaying warning labels for minimally-processed juices in supermarkets is $141.\textsuperscript{28} This estimate includes both the cost of periodic replacement and the possibility that some stores may have to display multiple placards to meet the requirement that warnings be available at the point of purchase.

\textsuperscript{26} THE INITIATIVE § 110809 (a).
\textsuperscript{28} In 2012 dollars. The original estimates were presorted in 1998 dollars (Food and Drug Administration, Preliminary Regulatory Impact Analysis and Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis of the Proposed Rules to Ensure the Safety of Juice and Juice Products, 63 Federal Register 24274 (1998))
The typical supermarket devotes approximately 150 square feet to minimally-processed juices.\textsuperscript{29} In contrast, the typical supermarket devotes 2831 square feet to the produce department.\textsuperscript{30} Thus, in the average supermarket, the produce department is approximately 20 times larger than the display of minimally-processed juices. Assuming placards are displayed throughout the produce department and the number of required placards is a function of display area, then the average per-store expense of placards will be $2820 ($141*20). However, \textit{this estimate is certain to be an overestimate of the actual per-store expense of placards} because many stores sell few or no genetically modified fruits and vegetables in their produce section.

\textbf{D. Placard Placement Expenses Trivial Compared to Annual Sales}

If produce-item placards cost an additional $2820 per store, this represents a trivial expense compared to the sales generated from the produce department in the average grocery store. The Food Marketing Institute reports that, in 2010, produce sales account for 10.83\% of total supermarket sales\textsuperscript{31} and the average supermarket had annual sales of $25,237,992.\textsuperscript{32} Thus, annual produce sales are $2,733,275 at the average supermarket. As a result, the $2820 expense of \textit{placards represents 0.1\% of the average annual produce sales} and \textit{0.01\% of average supermarket annual sales}.

\textbf{E. Worst Case Scenario: Trivial Increase in Consumer Prices}

\textsuperscript{32} To compute the annual average, I multiplied the average weekly sales by 52. Food Marketing Institute, The Food Retailing Industry Speaks 23 (2010), available for purchase at: http://www.fmi.org/forms/store/ProductFormPublic/search?action=1&Product_productNumber=2318
Thus, the average expense of redesigning labels is estimated to be $1,104.43 per product and the average expense of displaying placards disclosing genetic engineering will be less than $2820 per store.

As previously discussed in Section II, a substantial body of empirical literature has established that important barriers to price adjustments exist that will deter suppliers from increasing prices to pass on the labeling expenses imposed by the Right to Know Act. Specifically, the physical cost of price changes and the management costs of price changes are often significant enough that they do not justify changing prices. Empirical studies show that sellers will not be willing to incur these costs of repricing to offset insignificant costs like the relabeling expense resulting from the Right to Know Act. Moreover, the relabeling expenses are a one-time expense rather than a permanent cost increase and empirical studies show that sellers seldom incur the costs of repricing to offset a trivial, one-time expense. Finally, even for sellers that may otherwise increase prices to pass on the expense of relabeling, empirical studies show that the fear of losing customers in the competitive food industry will be a deterrent to changing prices.

Thus, the prices for many food products will not change as a result of the Right to Know Act. Nevertheless, in the following section, I estimate the increase in consumer expenditures assuming that all producers pass on the entire one-time expense of redesigning labels and installing store placards. As I show, prices for packaged products would only have to increase by, on average, 0.03% to offset the entire one-time expense of redesigning labels. Similarly, produce prices would have to increase by only 0.1% to account for the new expense of placards disclosing genetic engineering.\footnote{This assumes that consumer demand does not change in response to the increase in prices—a reasonable assumption given that demand for the entire category of food is inelastic and a 0.03% or 0.1% price increase represents a trivial increase in expenditure.} However, these estimates represent a “worst-case scenario” as many consumer prices will not change at all as a result of the Right to Know Act.

F. Current California Food Expenditure
The Consumer Expenditure Survey is a Federal survey that provides information on the complete range of consumers' expenditures and incomes, as well as the characteristics of those consumers. The survey data are collected for the Bureau of Labor Statistics by the U.S. Census Bureau. It is used by economic policymakers examining the impact of policy changes on economic groups, by businesses and academic researchers studying consumers' spending habits and trends, by other Federal agencies, and, to regularly revise the Consumer Price Index market basket of goods and services and their relative importance.

From the 2010 Consumer Expenditure Survey (the most recent year with state-specific data available), I computed the average annual food expenditures by consumer unit in California. Table 2 reports the average annual food expenditure by consumer unit, or household, for the U.S., Western Region of the U.S. and California:

---


35 A consumer unit is defined as members of a household related by blood, marriage, adoption, or other legal arrangement; a single person living alone or sharing a household with others but who is financially independent; or two or more persons living together who share responsibility for at least 2 out of 3 major types of expenses – food, housing, and other expenses. The terms household or consumer unit are used interchangeably for convenience. In California, the average consumer unit taking part in the Consumer Expenditure Survey is composed of 2.67 people.
Table 2:
Average Annual Food Expenditures by Household:
U.S. Census Bureau Consumer Expenditure Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>U.S. Total</th>
<th>West</th>
<th>California</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>$6,129</td>
<td>$6,804</td>
<td>$6,366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food at home</td>
<td>$3,624</td>
<td>$3,914</td>
<td>$3,680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cereals and bakery products</td>
<td>$502</td>
<td>$535</td>
<td>$484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cereals and cereal products</td>
<td>$165</td>
<td>$181</td>
<td>$175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakery products</td>
<td>$337</td>
<td>$354</td>
<td>$309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meats, poultry, fish, and eggs</td>
<td>$784</td>
<td>$826</td>
<td>$790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef</td>
<td>$217</td>
<td>$251</td>
<td>$214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pork</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$140</td>
<td>$126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other meats</td>
<td>$117</td>
<td>$111</td>
<td>$92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry</td>
<td>$138</td>
<td>$139</td>
<td>$144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish and seafood</td>
<td>$117</td>
<td>$129</td>
<td>$152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggs</td>
<td>$46</td>
<td>$56</td>
<td>$61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy products</td>
<td>$380</td>
<td>$397</td>
<td>$363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh milk and cream</td>
<td>$141</td>
<td>$148</td>
<td>$151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other dairy products</td>
<td>$240</td>
<td>$249</td>
<td>$212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruits and vegetables</td>
<td>$679</td>
<td>$779</td>
<td>$824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh fruits</td>
<td>$232</td>
<td>$280</td>
<td>$308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh vegetables</td>
<td>$210</td>
<td>$253</td>
<td>$285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processed fruits</td>
<td>$113</td>
<td>$123</td>
<td>$118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processed vegetables</td>
<td>$124</td>
<td>$123</td>
<td>$113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other food at home</td>
<td>$1,278</td>
<td>$1,377</td>
<td>$1,218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar and other sweets</td>
<td>$132</td>
<td>$140</td>
<td>$112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fats and oils</td>
<td>$103</td>
<td>$102</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous foods</td>
<td>$667</td>
<td>$743</td>
<td>$668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonalcoholic beverages</td>
<td>$333</td>
<td>$339</td>
<td>$338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food away from home</td>
<td>$2,505</td>
<td>$2,891</td>
<td>$2,686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholic beverages</td>
<td>$412</td>
<td>$492</td>
<td>$485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL FOOD AND BEVERAGE EXPENDITURE</strong></td>
<td><strong>$6541</strong></td>
<td><strong>$7296</strong></td>
<td><strong>$6851</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G. Little or No Increase in Total Consumer Expenditures

In this section, I estimate the effect of the price increases resulting from disclosure of genetic engineering on consumers’ food expenditures. Many categories of food will be exempt from labeling under the Right to Know Act. For example, under The
Act, the entire categories of meat, other animal products such as eggs and milk, and alcoholic beverages are exempt from labeling:

**§110809.2 Labeling of Genetically Engineered Food—Exemptions**

The requirements of Section 110809 shall not apply to any of the following:

(a) Food consisting entirely of, or derived entirely from, an animal that has not itself been genetically engineered, regardless of whether such animal has been fed or injected with any genetically engineered food or any drug that has been produced through means of genetic engineering.\(^{36}\)

(d) Any alcoholic beverage that is subject to the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act, set forth in Division 9 (commencing with section 23000) of the Business and Professions Code.\(^{37}\)

Figure 1 summarizes the relative annual expenditure per California household for food and beverages. As a result of the exemptions, the foods potentially requiring labeling represent 42% of total household food expenditure.

---

\(^{36}\) THE INITIATIVE § 110809.2 (a).

\(^{37}\) Id. § 110809.2 (d).
Figure 1:
California Annual Household Food Expenditure for Foods Requiring Labeling

Table 3 reports the average annual expenditure by California households for the food categories that will potentially be required to alter package labeling to disclose genetic engineering or remove words implying a food is natural:
### Table 3:
**Average Annual Household Expenditure in California for Products Potentially Requiring Package-Label Redesign**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Expenditure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cereals and cereal products</td>
<td>$175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakery products</td>
<td>$309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other meats</td>
<td>$92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other dairy products</td>
<td>$212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processed fruits</td>
<td>$118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processed vegetables</td>
<td>$113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar and other sweets</td>
<td>$112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fats and oils</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous foods</td>
<td>$668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonalcoholic beverages</td>
<td>$338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>$2,237</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assuming that *all* producers pass on the *entire* one-time expense of redesigning labels, average prices in these food categories would increase by 0.03% in order to offset the average one-time expense of redesigning labels of $1,104.43. If prices increased by 0.03%, *California household expenditure for these food categories would only increase by 67 cents* ($2,237*0.0003).

Table 4 reports the average annual household expenditure in California on fresh fruits and vegetables. Assuming that *all* food retail stores pass on the *entire* one-time expense of installing store placards, the price of fruits and vegetables would only increase by 0.1% to offset the new expense of placards disclosing genetic engineering in supermarket produce sections. If prices increased by 0.1%, *California household expenditure for fresh fruits and vegetables would increase by only 60 cents* ($593*0.001).

### Table 4:
**Average Annual Household Expenditure in California for Fresh Fruits and Vegetables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Expenditure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fresh fruits</td>
<td>$308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh vegetables</td>
<td>$285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>$593</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thus, for the average household in California, total annual food expenditure will increase by no more than $1.27 as a result of the Right to Know Act. This increase in expenditure would completely offset the average expense that food producers incur as they alter their package labeling or display placards to disclose genetic engineering. An additional annual expenditure of $1.27 represents a trivial, 0.02% increase above the current average annual household food and beverage expenditure in California of $6,851.

However, this estimate is certain to be an overestimate of the average increase in household expenditure for three reasons. First, it assumes that all food producers will pass on the entire one-time expense of redesigning labels by increasing prices. However, as discussed in Section II, many consumer prices will not increase to offset the insignificant expenses of relabeling and store placards. A substantial body of literature has established that many consumer prices do not change in response to small cost increases because the cost of physically changing product prices is greater than the desired price increase. Moreover, the relabeling and placard expenses are a one-time expense that food producers and retail food stores will bear only once to meet the requirements of the Right to Know Act. Existing literature on food prices reveals that, while retail prices may adjust to reflect permanent changes in costs, there is often no change in retail prices following a temporary change in cost.

Second, this estimate is certain to be an overestimate because it assumes that all stores will display numerous placards disclosing genetic engineering throughout the produce department. In reality, many stores sell few or no genetically-modified fruits and vegetables in their produce section.

Finally, this estimate assumes that all products within these broad food categories will require relabeling. In reality, many products within these categories will not require relabeling (1) if the producers receive a sworn statement from their supplier that the food has not been “knowingly or intentionally” genetically engineered
or comingled with genetically engineered food, if an independent organization determines that the food has not been “knowingly or intentionally" genetically engineered or comingled with genetically engineered food, or (3) if the food has been certified to be labeled “organic" under federal law.

III. Minor Litigation Costs

The Act may impose minor costs on the State of California as a result of an increase in litigation associated with the Right to Know Act. The Act allows state, local, or private parties to sue for violations: “any person may bring an action in superior court pursuant to this section." The state will incur minor additional costs to process and hear the additional cases resulting from the Act. In addition, the Attorney General and local district attorneys may also incur some costs as they review and respond to allegations of violations and notices of private action.

The magnitude of these potential litigation costs is unknown as it depends on the number of cases filed, the number of cases prosecuted by state and local governments, and how they are adjudicated by the courts. However, by comparing the potential litigation stemming from the Act with the litigation that has resulted from another consumer disclosure act and the accompanying litigation costs, it is possible to estimate an upper bound on the potential costs imposed on the State of California as a result of an increase in litigation associated with the Act.

A. Litigation Incentives Under the Right to Know Act are Substantially Weaker than Under Prop 65

To estimate the potential litigation costs under the Right to Know Act, I compare various provisions of this Act to the California Safe Drinking Water and Toxic
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39 Id. § 110809.2(f).
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41 THE INITIATIVE, Section 4.
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Enforcement Act of 1986 ("Prop 65"), another consumer disclosure act. Prop 65 requires companies to provide warnings to consumers if their products or actions will expose consumers to certain levels of chemicals found by the State of California to cause cancer or to harm reproductive health. Like the Right to Know Act, Prop 65 allows private plaintiffs to sue to enforce its provisions, although the Attorney General and local district attorneys may also bring an action.

Although both of these consumer disclosure acts have a private right of action, the Right to Know Act should result in considerably less litigation for several reasons. First, the Act applies to a much narrower economic sector than Prop 65:

- **Proposition 65 applies to all products and industries, and concerns exposure to any one of over 800 chemicals listed by the State.**

- **The Right to Know Act applies only to genetically engineered food sold at retail, and specifically exempts medical foods and food prepared for immediate consumption.**

- **In this manner, the Right to Know Act would simply generate fewer opportunities for claims to arise.**

Second, there are fewer incentives for plaintiffs to file lawsuits for the sole purpose of obtaining a settlement under the Right to Know Act because it provides businesses with greater legal certainty about their compliance with the Act’s requirements:

- **Because Proposition 65 covers over 800 chemicals and focuses on consumer exposure levels, rather than product composition, businesses often can have difficulty knowing whether they are in compliance with its provisions. Further compounding this legal uncertainty, the California Office of Environmental Health**
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Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) has developed safe harbor exposure levels for only about 300 of the chemicals covered by Proposition 65.

- The Right to Know Act, on the other hand, provides clear threshold standards, allowing businesses to gauge their compliance with its requirements to a greater degree of certainty.

- Accordingly, unlike the case of Proposition 65, baseless demand letters from plaintiffs claiming the Right to Know Act violations will be less likely to result in extorted settlements, which will reduce incentives to file such strike suits the first place.

Finally, the Right to Know Act allows businesses more exceptions from its provisions than Prop 65, further narrowing the opportunities for claims to arise: 46

- Apart from its small (and largely uncertain) de minimis threshold exposure exemptions, Proposition 65’s only exemptions are for businesses that employee fewer than ten people, federal preemption, and for exposure due to chemicals naturally occurring in food.

- The Right to Know Act provides an absolute defense for any party that relies on a sworn statement from its supplier that the food in question was not genetically engineered, or comingled with genetically engineered food. This defense allows businesses that unknowingly mislabel products an inexpensive means to defeat private suits early without having to pay plaintiffs’ legal fees, which in turn will discourage private litigation.

- The Right to Know Act provides a precise safe harbor based on product composition rather than public exposure (phased out over seven years). It also provides businesses with several clear-cut exemptions from its labeling requirement, including medical food, and food that is intended for immediate consumption, derived from animals fed genetically engineered foods, or made with genetically engineered processing aids or enzymes. The extent to which these

46 Id.
exemptions reduce the probability that a plaintiff will prevail at trial will reduce ex ante incentives to bring private suits.

- **The Right to Know Act further allows a defendant 30 days to cure a violation, which will bar a suit for damages.** Knowing that a defendant can avoid paying damages and attorneys’ fees by taking appropriate ameliorative actions will reduce the expected payoff from a suit, and hence incentives to file a suit in the first place.

**B. Trivial Costs from Increased Litigation**

Thus, the Right to Know Act should result in significantly less litigation than Prop 65. Moreover, even though Prop 65 has resulted in abusive private litigation and extorted settlements, it has not imposed significant costs on the State of California. A Westlaw search shows that approximately 237 cases have gone to trial in the Superior Courts of California under one or more provisions of Prop 65 since it was enacted in 1986. Thus, in the 26 years since Prop 65 has been enacted, an average of approximately 9 cases have gone to trial each year. In contrast, in the 2009-2010 fiscal year, a total of 470,529 cases went to trial in the Superior Courts of California. Thus, the annual average of 9 cases arising under Prop 65 account for less than 0.002% of the total number of Superior Court trials.

The increase in costs resulting from an average of 9 additional cases per year is trivial. Table 5 reports the funding for California Superior Courts over the last three years. As the funding for the Superior Courts has averaged almost $3 billion annually, the per-trial cost of operating the courts has been approximately $6338. Thus, the additional 9 cases per year under Prop 65 would cost the State of California only $57,042. This estimate is certain to be an overestimate of the average per-trial cost because many of the costs of operating the trial courts are fixed (not changing as the
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number of cases changes), so that an additional 9 cases will only increase the variable costs.

Table 5.
Trial Court Funding in the State of California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual Budget</th>
<th>2011-2012</th>
<th>2010-2011</th>
<th>2009-2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State Trial Court Funding</td>
<td>$2,667,480,000</td>
<td>$3,218,101,000</td>
<td>$3,060,624,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because the Right to Know Act should result in considerably less litigation than Prop 65, the expected costs to the state are even lower. Although it is impossible to compute how many fewer trials will result under the Act compared to Prop 65, the average annual number of trials should be less than 9. Hence, the additional cost to the State of California for processing and hearing cases under the Act should be less than $50,000. In per capita terms, an additional $50,000 translates into $0.001, or less than 1 cent, for each person living in the State of California.

C. Trivial Costs to the Office of the Attorney General

The Right to Know Act may impose minor additional costs on the State of California if the Office of the Attorney General (AG) brings actions under the Act or the office reviews and responds to allegations of violations and notices of private action. As the AG provides legal services on behalf of the people of California, the state incurs the costs of any actions brought by the AG under the Act. However, the AG will likely bring few actions under the Act; most actions are likely to be private actions, imposing little cost to the State of California. Moreover, the cost of the AG reviewing

and responding to allegations of violations and notices of private action will impose only minimal costs on the state.

To estimate the potential costs to the AG under the Right to Know Act, I compare the expected involvement of the AG under the Act to the actual involvement of the AG under Prop 65. There are several reasons why the Act will impose fewer costs on the California AG than the costs imposed by Prop 65. First, compared to Prop 65, the Act applies to a narrower economic sector and provides fewer opportunities for claims to arise. Thus, because the overall litigation resulting from the Act should be less than the litigation resulting from Prop 65, the AG would also be expected to bring fewer actions under the Act.

Second, under Prop 65, a potential plaintiff must give the AG and alleged violator 60-days notice before commencing a private action. During this time, the AG reviews the notice and decides whether to commence an action against the violator. In contrast, the Right to Know Act, in its current form, does not require persons bringing private enforcement actions to notify the AG when they file a case. Thus, compared to Prop 65, under the Act there will be fewer notices for the AG to review and fewer opportunities for the AG to bring actions that would otherwise be brought by private plaintiffs.

Although the AG will have less involvement in actions under the Right to Know Act than its involvement under Prop 65, examining the relationship between the AG actions and costs under Prop 65 provide some insight into the upper bound of the costs of the Act on the California AG. Table 6 reports the total number of annual settlements under Prop 65, the number of settlements of actions brought by the AG, the number
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of 60-day notices received by the AG under Prop 65, and the annual budget of the AG.

Table 6: AG Involvement in Prop 65 and AG Annual Budget

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Private Settlements under Prop 65</th>
<th>Number of Settlements of Actions brought by AG</th>
<th>Number of 60-Day Notices Received by AG</th>
<th>AG Annual Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>$824,853,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>$791,250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>$750,970,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>$754,994,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1077</td>
<td>$732,207,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over this five-year period, the AG has settled an average of 8.2 actions per year and reviewed an average of 667 60-day notices per year under Prop 65. However, there is little relationship between the number of settlements, notices reviewed, and the AG budget during this period. Indeed, the correlation between the number of settlements of AG actions and the AG budget is -0.44 and the correlation between the number of 60-day notices and the AG budget is -0.85, indicating that there is an inverse relationship between the AG’s involvement under Prop 65 and the costs to the State of California. Similarly, Figures 2-4 reveal that there is no discernible relationship in the trend data among the number of settlements of actions brought by the AG, the number of 60-day notices received by the AG under Prop 65, and the annual budget of the AG.
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The Office of the AG is referred to as the Department of Justice. As the budgetary numbers are reported for fiscal years while the other numbers are reported for calendar years, the Table reports the budget whose fiscal year begins during the relevant calendar year. Thus, the budgetary numbers for 2011-2012 are reported in the Table for year 2011. State of California, Department of Finance 0820 Department of Justice (published on June 30, 2011) available at: http://2011-12.archives.ebudget.ca.gov/Enacted/StateAgencyBudgets/0010/0820/department.html; State of California, Department of Finance 0820 Department of Justice (published on October 8, 2010) available at: http://2010-11.archives.ebudget.ca.gov/Enacted/StateAgencyBudgets/0010/0820/department.html; State of California, Department of Finance 0820 Department of Justice (published on July 28, 2009) available at: http://2009-10.archives.ebudget.ca.gov/Enacted/StateAgencyBudgets/0010/0820/department.html; State of California, Department of Finance 0820 Department of Justice (last viewed on July 4, 2012) available at: http://2008-09.archives.ebudget.ca.gov/Enacted/StateAgencyBudgets/0010/0820/department.html; State of California, Department of Finance 0820 Department of Justice (last viewed on July 4, 2012) available at: http://2007-08.archives.ebudget.ca.gov/Enacted/StateAgencyBudgets/0010/0820/department.html.
Figure 2:
Settlements of Actions brought by AG under Prop 65

Figure 3:
60-Day Notices Received by AG under Prop 65

Figure 4:
Annual Budget of the AG
Presumably, because bringing Prop 65 cases and reviewing 60-day notices represent such a negligible portion of the overall workload of the Office of the Attorney General, they have little impact on the overall costs of the AG. Because the Right to Know Act will result in even less involvement of the AG than Prop 65, the Act will impose only trivial additional costs on the State of California as the AG office brings actions or reviews and responds to allegations of violations and notices of private action.

**IV. Negligible Administrative Costs**

The Right to Know Act may also impose administrative costs on the State of California as the Department of Public Health (DPH) adopts regulations necessary to implement certain provisions in the measure. For example, the DPH may need to develop regulations specifying the sampling procedures necessary to determine whether foods contain genetically engineered ingredients.55

The Right to Know Act does not specify the precise responsibilities the DPH will have under the Act:

**§ 110809.3 Adoption of Regulations**

*The department may adopt any regulations that it determines are necessary for the enforcement and interpretation of this Article, provided that the department shall not be authorized to create any exemptions beyond those specified in section 110809.2.*56

Nevertheless, the California Legislative Analyst's Office, a nonpartisan fiscal and policy advisor to the California Legislature for over 70 years, has estimated that, at most, the administrative costs of the Right to Know Act could be $1 million annually:

**Potential Increase in State Administrative Costs.** This measure could result in additional state costs for DPH to regulate the labeling of GE foods. Depending on
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how, and to what extent, the department chose to implement such regulations, these costs could potentially reach one million dollars annually.57

However, it is probable that the Right to Know Act will cost DPH much less than the $1 million the Legislative Analysts’ Office estimates as the top of the range of possible administrative costs. By comparing DPH’s expected responsibilities under the Right to Know Act to the responsibilities imposed on The Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) under Prop 65 and the corresponding administrative costs, it becomes evident that the annual costs of the Right to Know Act will likely be less than $1 million.

C. Regulatory Responsibilities under the Right to Know Act are Simpler and Less Burdensome than Under Prop 65

Table 7 reports both the total annual expenditures by OEHHA and the expenditures by the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement (Prop 65) Fund over the past 3 years.58 Over this period, OEHHA’s annual expenditures for implementing Prop 65 have averaged less than $3.8 million.
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58 Expenditures of The Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Fund pay for OEHHA’s implementation of Prop 65: “(b) The Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Fund is hereby established in the State Treasury. The director of the lead agency designated by the Governor to implement this chapter may expend the funds in the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Fund, upon appropriation by the Legislature, to implement and administer this chapter. “Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 § 25249.12. (b)
Table 7.
Annual Expenditures under the California Budget^{59}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual Budget</th>
<th>2011-2012</th>
<th>2010-2011</th>
<th>2009-2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment Total Expenditures</td>
<td>$19,390,000</td>
<td>$14,899,000</td>
<td>$14,184,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditures by the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement (Prop 65) Fund</td>
<td>$4,372,000</td>
<td>$3,613,000</td>
<td>$3,347,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the responsibilities of OEHHA under Prop 65 are significantly more onerous than the responsibilities DPH will have under the Right to Know Act. OEHHA has two primary responsibilities under Prop 65. First, it is responsible for evaluating all currently available scientific information on chemicals considered for placement on the Prop 65 list.\textsuperscript{60} The evaluation consists of OEHHA’s Science Advisory Board compiling all relevant scientific evidence on various chemicals and considering comments from the public before determining whether a chemical should be placed on the list. As there are currently over 800 chemicals on the Prop 65 list, this collection and evaluation of scientific data has been and continues to be both time-consuming and costly. Second, OEHHA is responsible for establishing self-harbor thresholds for chemicals: thresholds below which chemicals pose no significant risk for causing cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm.\textsuperscript{61} Safe harbor levels are based on risk assessments performed or evaluated by OEHHA, which the agency describes as

\textsuperscript{60} OEHHA, PROPOSITION 65 IN PLAIN LANGUAGE (March 2010), available at: http://oehha.ca.gov/prop65/background/p65plain.html
\textsuperscript{61} Id.
“lengthy” and “complex.” OEHHA has established safe harbor thresholds for nearly 300 chemicals to date and continues to develop safe harbor thresholds for listed chemicals, resulting in ongoing expenditures by OEHHA.

In contrast to OEHHA’s onerous and ongoing responsibilities under Prop 65, the Right to Know Act will likely require considerably less oversight from DPH for several reasons. First, the Right to Know Act applies to a much narrower sector of substances: whereas Prop 65 applies to a potentially infinite number of chemicals that consumers could be exposed to, the Act applies only to genetically engineered foods sold at retail stores. Second, there is greater certainty of the coverage of the Act; whereas Prop 65 requires OEHHA to consider all scientific evidence relating to consumer exposure levels of chemicals, the Act simply applies to the composition of foods. Finally, it will require significantly less follow-up from DPH; whereas OEHHA has developed safe harbor exposure levels for about 300 products and continues to work to establish levels for all of the chemicals covered by Prop 65, the Act provides clear threshold standards as part of the Act.

D. Negligible Costs to the Department of Public Health

Thus, as DPH’s expected responsibilities under the Right to Know Act are significantly less than OEHHA’s responsibilities under Prop 65, it’s difficult to imagine that the annual administrative costs of the Act could be over 25% of the administrative costs of Prop 65. However, even if the Act does increase DPH’s costs by $1 million, it will have a trivial impact on the California budget.

Table 8 reports the total annual budget for the State of California and the total budget for DPH over the last 3 years. It also reports what the impact of $1 million in additional administrative costs resulting from the Act would have been over this period. Even if the Act costs DPH an additional $1 million, the impact on the State of
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California would be trivial. The average DPH budget over this three-year period was $3.3 billion; thus an additional $1 million resulting from the Act would have increased DPH expenditures by an average of only 0.03%. The total state budget averaged almost $125 billion over this three-year period; thus an additional $1 million resulting from the Act would have increased total state expenditures by an average of only 0.0008%.

Table 8.
California Budget and Impact of $1 million Administrative Costs of Right to Know Act.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual Budget</th>
<th>2011-2012</th>
<th>2010-2011</th>
<th>2009-2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Annual Budget</td>
<td>$129,476,925,000</td>
<td>$125,254,953,000</td>
<td>$119,244,918,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in Total Budget resulting from $1 million administrative costs of Right to Know Act</td>
<td>0.00077%</td>
<td>0.00080%</td>
<td>0.00084%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPH Annual Budget</td>
<td>$3,504,490,000</td>
<td>$3,270,701,000</td>
<td>$3,186,476,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in DPH budget resulting from $1 million administrative costs of Right to Know Act</td>
<td>0.029%</td>
<td>0.031%</td>
<td>0.031%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In sum, by comparing DPH’s expected responsibilities under the Right to Know Act to the responsibilities imposed on OEHHA under Prop 65, and the corresponding administrative costs, the Act will likely impose less than $1 million in administrative costs on DPH as it adopts regulations necessary to implement certain provisions in the measure. However, even if the annual administrative costs do add up to $1 million, the impact on the State of California would be trivial; DPH expenditures would increase by only 0.03% and total state expenditures would increase by only 0.0008%.
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Appendix 1:
Product Availability across Food Retail Stores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Available in Percent of Stores:</th>
<th>Percent of Products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0% to 10%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% to 20%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% to 30%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% to 40%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% to 50%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% to 60%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60% to 70%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70% to 80%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80% to 90%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90% to 99%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99% to 100%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix 2:
Number of Food Retailers selling Food Products in California; U.S. Census Bureau

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>NAICS Code</th>
<th>Food Retailer</th>
<th>Number of Establishments selling Groceries</th>
<th>Sales of Groceries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>44511</td>
<td>Supermarkets</td>
<td>7,824</td>
<td>$48,647,622,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>44512</td>
<td>Convenience Stores</td>
<td>2,184</td>
<td>$795,842,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>4452</td>
<td>Specialty Food Stores</td>
<td>3,092</td>
<td>$2,157,752,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>4453</td>
<td>Beer, wine and liquor stores</td>
<td>2,738</td>
<td>$317,895,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>Health and Personal</td>
<td>3,191</td>
<td>$1,126,602,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>Gasoline Stations</td>
<td>6,861</td>
<td>$1,884,222,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>General Merchandise</td>
<td>2,507</td>
<td>$12,151,526,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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